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BARCELONA: Barcelona’s Lionel Messi kicks the ball during a Champions League, Group C soccer match between Barcelona and Manchester City, at Camp Nou stadium in Barcelona, yesterday. — AP

BARCELONA:  Manchester City’s Claudio Bravo and Pep
Guardiola endured a nightmare return to Barcelona as
Lionel Messi’s hat-trick spearheaded a 4-0 Champions
League rout for the Spanish champions yesterday.

Guardiola led Barca to 14 trophies in a glorious four-
year reign between 2008 and 2012, but his homecom-
ing was undone by a series of shocking defensive errors
and Messi’s clinical touch on his return from injury.

Messi pounced on Fernandinho’s slip to give Barca a
half-time lead before goalkeeper Bravo was sent off for
handling Luis Suarez’s shot outside the area.

Two more sumptuous Messi finishes soon followed
and Neymar made amends for missing a penalty with a
brilliant individual run and finish for Barca’s fourth after
Jeremy Mathieu’s red card left both sides with 10 men.
City now trail Barca by five points at the top of Group C.

Guardiola’s decision to jettison England number one
Joe Hart to bring in Bravo at the start of the season will

once again come under the spotlight as the Chilean’s
difficult start to life at City cost the visitors dearly.

However, early on it looked as if Guardiola was to get
one over on his former teammate, Barca coach Luis
Enrique, as City hemmed the hosts inside their own half
and enjoyed the vast majority of possession.

The course of the game changed with one huge
error on 17 minutes, though, as Fernandinho’s untimely
slip left Messi free inside the area and he calmly round-
ed Bravo to slot home on his first start for a month after
a groin injury.

Barca’s injury problems continued as Jordi Alba and
Gerard Pique limped off before the break due to ham-
string and ankle problems respectively.

Bravo rushed from his line to deny Neymar latching
onto Samuel Umtiti’s brilliant ball over the City defence,
whilst Ivan Rakitic headed wastefully wide from a Messi
free-kick as Barca threatened a second.

Yet, City could easily have been level as Marc-Andre
ter Stegen turned Nolito’s angled drive behind before
the German made a stunning stop from international
teammate Ilkay Gundogan.

John Stones then headed a golden chance wide, but
City were grateful to Bravo again when his outstretched
leg denied Suarez before he reacted in time to turn the
rebound over his crossbar just before half-time.

There was no reprieve for Bravo eight minutes into
the second half when he gifted possession to Suarez
and then saved the Uruguayan’s effort whilst outside his
box to prompt an obvious red card.

City were still reeling from that blow when Messi
curled home at the near post-a finish reminiscent of his
opening goal when Guardiola also suffered a 3-0 drub-
bing on his only previous return to the Camp Nou as a
visiting coach with Bayern Munich two seasons ago.

By contrast, Ter Stegen continued to shine at the oth-

er end as he produced another stunning save to turn
Kevin de Bruyne’s low effort to safety.

Messi completed his second hat-trick in as many
Champions League games this season 21 minutes from
time thanks to another City gift. Gundogan this time
presented the ball to Suarez, who unselfishly squared
for Messi to slot home.

Mathieu picked up two yellow cards in three minutes
to balance up the numbers on each side.

But by then the damage had already been done as
after winning his first 10 games in charge, Guardiola’s
men have now gone four matches without a win.

Willy Caballero looked to have saved City from fur-
ther embarrassment as he stopped Neymar’s penalty
three minutes from time.

But the Brazilian responded in style by dancing past
a series of tired City defenders before slotting into the
far corner. —  AFP

Messi hat-trick punishes Man City

MUNICH: Bayern Munich broke their three-
game winless streak with an emphatic 4-1 win at
home to PSV Eindhoven yesterday in the
Champions League with winger Arjen Robben
outstanding. 

Thomas Mueller and Joshua Kimmich put
Bayern ahead at the Allianz Arena before
Luciano Narsingh netted for Eindhoven before
the break, but Robert Lewandowski made it 3-1
on the hour mark.

Robben, who created two goals, capped an
eye-catching display with a fourth goal as
Bayern got their Group D campaign back on
track after their 1-0 defeat at Atletico Madrid
three weeks ago.

After talk from the German media of a ‘mini-
crisis’, following three games without a win in all
competitions, this was the result and perform-
ance Bayern needed.

But the German league leaders were aided
and abetted by an Eindhoven defence which left
acres of space to exploit, especially early on,
allowing Bayern 28 shots on goal, while the
Dutch managed only eight in reply. Bayern
remain second in Group D, three points behind
leaders Atletico, who won 1-0 at Rostov, while
Eindhoven are third with a single point.

Bayern coach Carlo Ancelotti had hinted at
changes from the side which drew 2-2 at
Eintracht Frankfurt on Saturday, a Bundesliga

performance chairman Karl-Heinz Rummenigge
had branded “unacceptable”.

Lewandowski was the only change to the
starting line-up in a 4-3-3 formation as Mueller
switched to the wing and Kingsley Coman drop-
ping to the bench.

Eindhoven coach Phillip Cocu made two
changes from their 1-1 Dutch league draw with
Heracles Almelo as Netherlands striker Narsingh
and Mexico winger Andres Guardado returned.

Bayern needed just 12 minutes to take the
lead thanks to quick thinking from Mueller and
Robben, who fired in a short pass from a corner.

Eindhoven goalkeeper Jeroen Zoet parried
Mueller’s shot, but the Germany international
snapped up the rebound and slotted home off
his right foot.

Bayern exploited the space Eindhoven gener-
ously gave them at the back.

David Alaba’s cross clipped a defender, but
Kimmich tracked the looping  ball to header
over the line on 21 minutes for his seventh goal
in eight games. Eindhoven then tightened their
defence and started to attack.

Uruguay winger Gaston Pereiro had the ball
in the Munich net on their first meaningful
attack on 39 minutes, but the goal was incorrect-
ly ruled off side.

The Dutch clawed one back two minutes later
when Narsingh’s superb shot from outside the
area crashed in off the post to the annoyance of
Bayern goalkeeper Manuel Neuer to make it 2-1
at the break.

Lewandowski fired wide in the first two min-
utes after the break, but only Neuer’s reflex save
denied Pereiro at the other end.

Just as PSV were gaining momentum, Bayern
extended their lead. Robben beat two defenders
before Zoet parried his shot before
Lewandowski headed in the rebound on 59 min-
utes. Zoet’s saves, to deny Alaba and Mueller,
kept the score respectable before Thiago
Alcantara’s chip saw Robben nudge the ball over
the Eindhoven keeper on 84 minutes. —  AFP

ROSTOV-ON-DON: Top of La Liga and now
with three wins from three in the
Champions League, Atletico Madrid’s sea-
son so far is going to plan after beating FC
Rostov 1-0 yesterday.

Yannick Ferreira Carrasco fired in the
winner on a cold night in Russia on
Wednesday, and at the halfway point in
Group D Atletico is all but assured of quali-
fying for the knockout stages with an
eight-point lead over third place.

Carrasco now boasts five goals from his
last four games for Atletico after having
failed to score in his first seven outings of
the season. Against Rostov, the Belgium
winger was all action from the start, forcing
a save from Rostov goalkeeper Soslan
Dzhanaev early on and twice helping to set
up good chances that were missed by

Angel Correa. Against a tenacious Rostov
team which had not lost at home for 26
games, the breakthrough came in the 62nd
minute when Carrasco met Juanfran’s cross
with a fierce shot on the bounce after
Fernando Torres had failed to convert from
close range.

Atletico’s star attacking midfielder
Antoine Griezmann started the game slow-
ly but played an increasingly valuable role
in the second half and could have scored
Atletico’s second in the 83rd, but Dzhanaev
made the save.

Defensively minded Rostov has one
point from three games in its Champions
League debut campaign and rarely threat-
ened to score against Atletico, barring a
couple of late efforts easily dealt with by
goalkeeper Jan Oblak. — AP

Bayern thump Eindhoven to break winless streak

MUNICH: Bayern Munich’s Dutch midfielder Arjen Robben (L) and Eindhoven’s Mexican
defender Hector Moreno vie for the ball during the UEFA Champions League group D foot-
ball match FC Bayern Munich vs PSV Eindhoven in Munich, yesterday.— AFP

ROSTOV-ON-DON: Atletico Madrid’s Argentinian midfielder Angel Correa (L) and
Rostov’s Ecuadorian midfielder Christian Noboa vie for the ball during the UEFA
Champions League football match between FC Rostov and Club Atletico de Madrid
in Rostov-on-Don yesterday. — AFP

Carrasco fires Atletico 
to win over Rostov 1-0


